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In The Golden West.

Marcia.

By BAYHA & COWAN.

I just was dreaming,
I can't help raving,

I just was dreaming,
I thought I saw that old stage

coach a-swinging down the mountain side;
on that ranch, I know he's waiting for me;
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On that bumpy thump-y rock-y ride,
And he's wonder-ing where I can be.
That's why I'm screaming,
Sav-ing,
That's why I'm sav-ing,
Each penny that I
thought that it was bring-ing me to the farm,
To the farm, where my
got to buy a tick- et then I'm go-ing some,
'cause they
Pa and Marm,
wrote to come,
Pray that I'm safe from harm, Gosh darn!
Out where they make things hum, By gum!
CHORUS.

In the Golden West, In that eighteen car-

golden West, Where every

pal and friend sticks to the end, The
girls are just the kind a fellow hates to leave behind, Where they
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do that prance,
that they call the "Texas
Tom - my" dance,
Say, "Pard," just
buckle your belt and gun and take it on the run To the
Golden West. In the West.
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